Abstract—Since the 1970’s it has been acknowledged that a complex system can be broken into (a) its invariant functional parts (mechanism), and (b) the externalized choices for how the system should behave (policy). Policy-based management’s main objective is to separate and externalize the decisions required by a system from the mechanisms provided by the system, and provide a way to define and evaluate these decisions. A few decades later, we have today a plethora of different policy models and even more policy languages – plus tooling – offering policy-based solutions for virtually any use case and scenario. However, policy-based management as a standalone domain has never been evaluated in terms of which parts are variant / invariant, i.e. which parts of policy-based management can be domain-, model-, language-, usecase-independent. In this paper, we introduce and define a formal universal policy model that does exactly that. The result is a model that can be used to design, implement, and deploy immutable policy infrastructure (engine and executor) being able to execute (virtually) any policy model.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, the concept of policy-based management has taken center stage – again – in the communication industry. Policy is core to activities such as the TM Forum SID [1] and Zoom [2], IETF’s SUPA [3] and to an extent ANIMA [4], AT&T’s D2 [5] and ECOMP [6] open sourced in ONAP [7], ETSI’s MANO [8] open sourced in OSM [9], and Ericsson’s control architecture COMPA [10].

For any given scenario the first choice is the most critical: select a policy model1 and soon after a policy language2 from the ever growing list of candidates. These choices are often made based on limited information or experience, even though they are critical for the success of any activity, be it a standard, an open source project, a company’s product portfolio, or a single product. When a wrong choice becomes obvious, usually much later, this can (usually will) lead to massively increased efforts and cost for an organization. Changing a policy model and/or language can be very difficult (or impossible), especially when policy is a system’s core component.

A. This Work

In a manner similar to how any domain is examined, when we examine different policy approaches and systems it becomes clear that there are aspects of them that are similar and invariant, and parts that are different, and varying (variant). The principle of “separating policy from mechanism” [11] applies the term mechanism to the invariant parts and policy to the variant parts. When we maximize the invariant parts we can then build immutable infrastructure that is independent of the policy approach, and define a Universal Policy Model (UPM) to operate on this infrastructure and to describe and interchange between different policy- and application-domains.

Using Domain Driven Development (DDD) concepts [12][13], we have defined a UPM, detailed in Fig.1. The Reference Model for Policies (RM-Pol) captures all policy mechanisms. This model is presented as a base formal Domain Model (DM) for the policy domain in §II. The Application Domain Model (ADM) and Policy Domain Model (PDM) describe the invariant parts. The variant parts are then concrete Policy Models (PMs) and associated languages expressing them. In other words, the PDM defines all aspects to build immutable policy infrastructure while the PMs define how concrete, domain-specific policies should be specified. §IV details one example PM: an action policy (e.g. [14]).

The UPM can then be translated to execute on the common immutable infrastructure, i.e. policy executors and engines. This translation use defined templates detailed in §III. The resulting Universal Policy Execution Environment (UPEE) is described in §V, with discussion of a candidate concrete implementation of the UPM and UPEE called APEX [15].

As a result, a decision for a particular policy model and language is no longer mission critical. With immutable infrastructure (policy engine and executor) and basic tooling (policy authoring), policy models and languages can be changed any time, or coexist solving different business problems. Only policy definitions change, not components.

B. Related Work

Understanding the role of policies and the policy-based approach requires some historical context. Policy was first used in the 1970’s for security [16] where a relation W provides access control rules to govern system security. These rules help to govern state transitions on receiving requests. In [17], the authors state that a system specification describes what a system does while a policy describes how. Here, the dynamic features are policy, role, and control.
In the mid 1970’s operating systems began using the term policy as an artifact of control [11], where users could influence kernel-space decisions without requiring an expensive kernel to user space switch. In [18] the authors separate static and dynamic policies for memory allocation, for static memory allocated at scheduling time with dynamic memory changing with the process. The policy/mechanism principle for operating system resource allocation is introduced in [11], while [19] explains how this principle can be applied to networks and their management.

Policies are first used in communication systems in [20] to control sharing resources. In [21] rules are used to detect and later prevent network congestion. Event Condition Action (ECA) rules appear first in active databases [22]. A defined event triggers the evaluation of a defined set of queries (condition) and a defined action is executed if the condition is satisfied. The processing of rules is strongly associated to database transactions. Event types for ECA are defined as database operation, temporal, and external notification.

Policy as a paradigm for network management is originally defined in [23], based on earlier work [24][25][26]. Originally focusing on access control, the work introduced domains, subject, and target, plus policy categories (and models) and a policy system (with language and tooling) called Ponder. This is then followed by policy standards, such as the IETF policy framework, DMTF CIM, TMF SID, to name a just view. A policy system (with language and tooling) called Ponder. This is then followed by policy standards, such as the IETF policy framework, DMTF CIM, TMF SID, to name a just view. A detailed historic perspective on policy can be found in [27].

A deep understanding of policy requires study of policy frameworks [28], approaches [29], and concepts for specifications [30]. Policies from different domains were also analyzed, such as cognitive radio [31], security [32], network traffic and QoS [33], and XML and open environments [34].

Approaches for models that allow multiple PMs in a single PDM have been developed in [35] and more recently in [3]. Here, each PM is bound to its specific definitions, for instance an ECA policy is bound to its inherent rule structure, so while being extensible, it is not easy to add new policy models.

A better approach is to specify a formal taxonomy that informs a formal PDM, independent of any specific PM, for instance in [36]. We apply the underlying concepts of this approach but strive for less variance in the PDM.

Tool support for syntactic and semantic translation between models can be achieved [37]. However, it is important to note that semantic translation cannot be fully automated. In [38] we study inter-domain relationships and policy translation, both important aspects for UPM. We have summarized today’s challenges for policy-based management in [39] and [40].

II. REFERENCE MODEL FOR POLICIES

The DM $\mathcal{D}$ defines required concepts (their semantics and relationships) and sub-models. Sub-models define specific responsibilities and decomposition. The main two sub-models are the ADM $\mathcal{D}^a$ (applications $A$) and PDM $\mathcal{D}^p$ (policies $P$). Other sub-models can be added if required, e.g. for a naming architecture $\mathcal{D}^{na}$, time $\mathcal{D}^t$, or a location model $\mathcal{D}^l$. Table I shows that the domain models ($\mathcal{D}^a, \mathcal{D}^p$) can be specialized in models ($\mathcal{D}^{na}, \mathcal{D}^p$), which can then be further specialized in concrete models ($\mathcal{C}^a, \mathcal{C}^p$). For instance, an application model $\mathcal{M}_{\mathcal{C}^a}$ can define sets of applications for orchestration as $A^{\text{model}}$ and $A^{\text{onos}}$ and concrete models for their implementation and deployment. Similar, we can use the PDM for policy models $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{C}^p}$ and $\mathcal{P}_{\mathcal{P}^p}$.

A. Domain Model Concepts

The DM defines fundamental concepts shared among all sub-models, shown in Table II. A set of names $N$ contains names $n_{1..n}$ as unique identifiers of concepts and their instances. Name structure and semantics in a sub-model $\mathcal{D}^{na}$, for example the architecture in [41]. Most concepts introduced below have a name $n$ and a natural language description $d$.

A timestamp $t$ defines a point in time, further defined in a sub-model $\mathcal{D}^t$. Some concepts need to be typed as a type $\pi$ in $\Xi$, usually defined in a type model $\mathcal{D}^\pi$.

A relationship $\phi$ formalizes how two concepts $z_1$ and $z_2$ relate to each other. For instance, an application $a$ is executed in a processing system $\psi^a$. Further semantics might be defined in a relationship model $\mathcal{D}^r$. A multi-relation $\phi^\cap$ allows for n-dimensional relationships, e.g. multi-layer network topologies.

Executable and declarative expressions are modeled with the concepts Language, Statement, and Strategy. A language $\lambda$ maps to an (external) execution environment for statements. A statement $\lambda$ is a mapping from a language $\lambda$ to a set of expressions. Finally, a strategy $\xi$ defines a mapping of a type $\pi$ to a statement $\lambda$. They allow different implementations of the same process or algorithm (cf, pp 315 in [42]).

Some concepts require typed values, e.g. a policy parameter delay as type int with integer values. These types need to be declared (introduced), defined (run-time association), and can finally be used (with values). A type declaration $y$ binds a key (usually a string) to a type, which is in a given type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>$N = {n_{1..n}}$, $n_k = \text{name} : \text{name} \in \mathcal{D}^{na}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>$d = \text{&quot;text&quot;}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time stamp</td>
<td>$t \in \mathcal{D}^t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>$L = {l_{1..n}} : l_i \in \mathcal{D}^l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>$\Pi = {p_{1..n}} : p_j \in \mathcal{D}^\pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship</td>
<td>$\phi = {\phi_{1..n}} : \phi_j \in \mathcal{D}^r = \langle n, d, z_1, z_2 \rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- multi</td>
<td>$\phi^\cap = {\phi^\cap_{1..m}} : \phi_j^\cap = \langle n, d, z_1, z_2 \rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>$L = {l_{1..n}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>$\lambda = {\lambda_{1..n}}$, $\lambda_j = \langle i, \text{expression} \rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>$\Xi = {\xi_{1..n}}$, $\xi_j = \langle i, n, \lambda \rangle$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Typedef Value | $V = \{v_{1..n}\}$, $v_j = \langle id, value : id \in F \rangle$ |
| - definition | $F = \{f_{1..n}\}, f_j = \langle id, key, d : key \in T \rangle$ |
| - declaration | $T = \{t_{1..n}\}, t_j = \langle key, type, d : type \in \mathcal{D}^p \rangle$ |

| Event | $E = \{e_{1..n}\}, e_j = \langle n, d, t, V^e \rangle$ |
| - definition | $\Gamma = \{\gamma_{1..n}\}, \gamma_j = \langle n, d, T \rangle$ |
| Context | $C = \{c_{1..n}\}, c_j = \langle n, d, V \rangle$ |
| - definition | $\Omega = \{\omega_{1..n}\}, \omega_j = \langle n, d, T \rangle$ |

TABLE I: RM-Pol Domain Model Concepts

TABLE II: RM-Pol Domain Model Concepts
Once declared, a type can be defined. A type definition should be supported by a language. Systems. An application associates the name with typed values for events, and typed values need to be defined before they can be used. So they need to be defined before they can be used.

The similarity allows us to define an invariant equivalence function. Two events (or two context items) are equivalent if \( \forall v_1 \in V_1 \land v_2 \in V_2 \) the key and type associated with their \( id \) are identical. The differences between are that events are immutable, and context can have veracity (read/write).

### B. Application Domain Model

The ADM main concepts, modeled following the principles introduced in [44], are: Application, Unit, Process, and Task. The complete set of concepts is shown in Table III. An in-depth discussion of a 5G application domain is in §3 of [45].

We are using fundamental concepts of distributed operating systems. An application \( a \) of type \( \pi \) has units \( U \) realizing the purpose of the application and application units \( U^a \) for its management (tasks, memory, and I/O). A distributed application \( d^a \) extends \( a \) with units \( U^d \) for the distribution management (the distributed versions of \( U^a \)).

When a (distributed) application is executed it becomes an Application Process and its units become Tasks inside this process. Units and tasks can have interfaces \( I \) for interactions and a combination of policies for control and management: static parameters \( F \), execution strategies \( \Xi \), and decision policies \( P \). Resources \( R \) are applications related to hardware (or abstracted software) resources supporting an application.

There are three orthogonal concepts to group distributed applications. Each application is executed on a processing System \( \psi^p \) with HW and SW resources. A computing system \( \psi^c \) manages multiple processing systems. A Layer contains applications of the same scope (for processing and I/O). A Domain comprises applications that use similar function(s) mapping from input values (domain) to output values (range).

Finally, we can use these concepts to define an application for logic execution. We start with an application unit called Executor \( x \). It can execute a concept that contains some logic statements \( \lambda \) using one or more execution strategies. Once executed as a task, the task type can be used to indicate which languages the executor supports. Supported languages and their specific execution environment are included or can be provided by the surrounding application. This application is called an Engine \( x^e \). Engines can aggregate one or more executors and provide the required execution environments \( U^e \). A Cluster then is a distributed application combining engines and other clusters as deeply nested as required. This realizes a composite pattern (cf. pp 163 in [42]) allowing fine-grained deployment configurations (cf. Fig.8).

### C. Policy Domain Model

The main concept of the PDM, as shown in Table IV, is a policy \( p \) of type \( \pi \) defined by a state machine \( M^\pi \) with optional execution strategies \( \Xi^\pi \). The type identifies the underlying PM, e.g. eca for an ECA policy. The strategies are requirements for a policy executor stating how the policy should be executed.

The core of a policy is the state machine or Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA) \( M^\pi \), the 5-tuple \((Q, \Sigma, \delta, q_0, F)\). The initial state \( q_0 \) defined as \( \bullet \) is the entry point for the policy executor \( x^p \). The accepted states \( F \) are the exit points back to \( x^p \) as \( \{ \bullet \} \). The state set \( Q \) contains \( q_0 \) and \( F \) and the policy states \( S^\pi \). The alphabet \( \Sigma \) is the union of the input events of the first state and all output events of all states in \( S^\pi \).

In other words, we model a policy as a DFA with a single entry (\( \bullet \)), a single exit (\( \bullet \)), and a variable set of states in between (\( S^\pi \)). Each state accepts an event \( e^p \) defined in \( \Gamma^i \) and produces an event \( e^p \) defined in \( \Gamma^o \). Input events of the
first state in \( S^\pi \) are called stimulus events \( e^t \) (they trigger or stimulate a policy). Output events of the last state in \( S^\pi \) are called response events \( e^r \) (they are the response or actions of the policy). The transition function \( \delta \) can then be defined as \( (s_n, e^o_n) = s_{n+1} \). The initial transition is always \((\bullet, e^t) = s_1\). Final transitions are always \((s_n, e^o_n) = \bullet \) with variable \( s_n \).

All states in \( S^\pi \) should be defined according to the underlying PM. For an ECA policy we would for instance define states event, condition, and action. \( S^\pi \) must realize a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). A topological sort (e.g. Kahn’s algorithm [46]) can be used to test this condition.

This leads to four possible state machines for a sequential (non-branching) execution (in sequence from \( S^\pi_1 \) to \( S^\pi_n \)). The resulting state machines are shown in Fig.2.

1. state \( s_{i^T} \) taking \( e^t \) producing \( e^r \), \( S^\pi = (s_{i^T}) \).
2. state \( s_{i^O} \) accepting \( e^t \) producing \( e^o \) and state \( s_{i^T} \) accepting \( e^r \) producing \( e^o \), \( S^\pi = (s_{i^O}, s_{i^T}) \).
3. state \( s_{i^O} \), state \( s_{i^T} \) accepting \( e^t \) producing \( e^o \), and state \( s_{i^T} \), \( S^\pi = (s_{i^O}, s_{i^T}, s_{i^T}) \).
4. case 3 variation with \( n \) states \( s_{i^O} \). \( S^\pi = (s_{i^O}, s_{i^O}, \ldots, s_{i^T}) \).

There are two more sets of situations for the DFA not covered by the simple sequential model. This first set covers more complex policy models, e.g. implementing SON functions as described in [47]. The second set looks at situations were a state does not produce an expected output event.

All these situations are shown as options in Fig.3. For the first set of situations, the figure shows all possible (10) options for branching the DFA. The more of those options are used in a policy, the more the policy becomes a general purpose application. Thus these options need to be used with care to achieve the right balance between a policy and an application. For the second set of situations the figure shows how empty events can transit to the accepted (final) state of the DFA.

With these considerations of cases and options for the state machine we can define the policy State concept as shown in Table IV. The standard state \( s_{i^O}^{10} \) realizes a mapping from \( E^i \) to \( E^o \). It is defined by the tuple \((n, d, \Gamma^i, \sigma, T, \tau_0, Z, O, \Xi^o, \Omega^o)\). The standard elements of the tuple are the name \( n \), description \( d \), input event definitions \( \Gamma^i \), and execution strategies \( \Xi^o \). Furthermore, the state might require context defined as \( \Omega^o \).

The remaining state elements realize an adaptive decision-making per state with generation of output events realizing a deterministic transition function \( \delta \). Using the task selector \( \sigma \), the state can select a task (implementation of the decision-making logic) from a set of tasks \( T \). In simple (or not-decidable) cases, the default task \( \tau_0 \) is selected. The possible set of state outputs \( O \) provides mappings from possible output events \( \Gamma^o \) to a single next state \( s_n \). Each task \( \tau \in T \) has an associated state finalizer \( z \) with logic to create an output \( o \in O \). For simple states (1 task), a default output \( o_0 \) is defined.

Task selector \( \sigma \), task \( \tau \) and state finalizer \( z \) have their respective logic \( \lambda^\pi, \sigma^\pi, \) and \( \lambda^z \) as well as supported strategies. A task accepts typed values \( F^\pi \) and produces typed values \( F^o \). Input and output values of a task must be member of the state’s input and output events. This ensures that tasks can be reused in different states, as long as this condition is met. Tasks can also have parameters (static configurations) \( F^T \) and task-specific context \( \Omega^T \). A finalizer accepts typed values \( F^z \) corresponding to the output typed values of the associated task. Finalizer and state output can use the state context.

The other three introduced states differ only in the types of input and output events. The standard state \( s_{i^T} \) realizes a mapping from \( E^i \) to \( E^r \), \( s_{i^O} \) realizes a mapping from \( E^i \) to \( E^o \), and \( s_{i^T} \) realizes a mapping from \( E^r \) to \( E^o \).

The PDM concepts, their relationships, and the design patterns they realize are shown in Fig.4 as a UML class diagram. Events realize the domain event pattern [43]. Policy states \( S \) are an expression of the state pattern [42]. They are expressed in the form of a state machine \( M \) for execution. Task Selector and Task represent the strategy pattern [42]. All logic is designed using the foreign code pattern [13].

The concepts can also be mapped to different areas of interest. Events realize input and output. State, Task Selector, an Task represent execution. All logic captures application area and domain expertise.
III. PDM and PM Templates

The RM-Pol can be expressed in form of templates as the basis for a Universal Executable Policy Specification (UEPS). Fig. 5 shows the templates. They can be further refined for specific PMs. In combinations, the templates are a blueprint for a concrete expression of a policy as UEPS in structured languages such as JSON [48], YAML [49], or XML [50].

A policy template defines the main concepts of name (key), description, type, state machine, and strategies. It references the DFA with its defined 5-tuple. The DFA’s state set is expressed using one or more state templates, each referencing all other templates (event, task selector, task, and finalizer). These general templates can be further refined if required, typically altering policy states: the input/output events and the cardinality of tasks, outputs, and finalizers.

IV. Policy Model Example - ECA

We have modeled several PMs based on the general templates, namely: ECA [14], CA [51], variations of Goal and Utility Function policies [51], SON OM policy using fuzzy plates, namely: ECA [14], CA [51], variations of Goal and Utility Function policies [51], SON OM policy using fuzzy logic, OODA [52], and our own adaptive MEDA [53].

For the ECA PM we assume three states: an event $s_e$ uses definition of events to decide if the policy is triggered, a condition $s_o$ evaluates a set of conditions with binary result, and an action $s_a$ fires (enforces) a set of actions.

\[
M^{eca} = \left\{ \emptyset \right\} \cup S^{eca} = E^{eca} \cup s^{eca}_0 \cup s^{eca}_1 \cup E^{eca}_0 \cup E^{eca}_1 \cup \emptyset
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta(s_0, s_e, s_o) &= s_a, \\
\delta(s_0, s_e, s_{1, k}) &= \emptyset, \\
\delta(s_1, s_e, s_a) &= s_0, \\
\delta(s_1, s_e, s_{1, k}) &= \emptyset
\end{align*}
\]

A few conditions apply for an ECA policy: States $s_e$ and $s_o$ can fail, i.e. produce $\emptyset$. A failing $s_e$ means the policy is not triggered. The result of $s_0$ as Boolean, if false, $s_a$ fails, i.e. produces $\emptyset$. These conditions can be formalized as: $\pi = eca$, $S^{eca} = \{s_e, s_0, s_a\}$, and $\gamma^e = \gamma^a = \{condition, true,false\}$. The resulting state machine can be defined as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 shows the all templates for an ECA policy. Grey marked concepts indicate refinements from general templates.

V. Universal Policy Execution Environment

For the design of UPEE we map the PDM execution units to architecture components. The executor $x^P$ is realized by Universal Policy Engine (UPx). The engine $x^P$ is realized by Universal Policy Engine Cluster (UPe).

There are various options for clustering and deploying UPEE components. Available deployment options are: as for an application, as component, as a service, in a closed control loop (such as COMPA [54]), and in cloud environments (supported are OpenStack, Docker, and Kubernetes).

Fig. 8 shows two clustering examples. Example 1 has one engine with three executors. The engine accepts different stimulus events and produces different response events. This configuration requires some instrumentation to route stimulus events to appropriate executors and created response events to the engine egress interface. Routing can be realized for instance using messaging systems with topics.

Example 2 shows a cluster of clusters. Routing becomes more complex, probably requiring the introduction of name spaces for components. A load-balanced routing solution for high-volume events is detailed in [55]. The distribution of (context) information is detailed in [56].

UPx executes a policy, i.e. the policy’s state machine. Since the PDM is invariant, UPx and its algorithms are invariant.

We designed two strategies for executing a policy. The first...
strategy is called *orchestrated* using a centralized component
in full control of the execution. The second strategy is called
*choreographed* using a choreographer and other components
realizing a de-centralized execution. Both are supported by
components realizing actual logic execution for specific lan-
guages, for instance a JVM and Jars for Java or a Javascript
engine for Javascript logic. Fig.9 shows this architecture.

The UPx decomposition is realized in three steps. In Step
1 the State Machine Executor (SMEx) executes the first state
and then requesting the current state to provide for the next
state to be executed, until no further next state is returned.
Fig.10 shows the invariant workflow and algorithm for SMEx.

Step 2 Strategy. Our two strategies are realized by the
Choreographer (Ch) and the Orchestrator (Or). Or uses a State
Executor Orchestrated (StExOr) for centralized policy execution
(cf Fig.11): select default task \( \tau_0 \), if a task selector exists
execute it, if the resulting task is empty (no task selected)
return an empty output, otherwise execute the task followed
by executing the finalizer, return the generated output.

Ch uses a State Executor Choreographed (StExCh) for
policy execution delegating parts of it to a State Runner (SRu)
and a Task Executor (TEx). It realizes the same workflow as
the Or just distributed over those components. This strategy
can be important to balance load on large deployments.

Step 3 Logic Execution. The execution of logic (task
selection, tasks, finalizers) is the same for both strategies.
The Logic Executor (LEx) is responsible for executing any
logic, including required run-time validation. Fig.12 shows the
algorithms for all logic execution. The difference lies in the
input and output parameters of the functions, logic execution
is the same. Language Executor (LangEx) is an implementa-
tion (and potentially deployment) specific realization of logic
execution. Each language can have specific mechanisms and
requirements. Externally provided components, for instance a
Java VM, might provide Just In Time (JIT) or Ahead of Time
(AOT) compilation. Other language run-time environments
might facilitate scripted or byte-code execution.

Our APEX policy engine [15] implements all shown com-
ponents of UPEE. We support plugins for logic written in
Java, Javascript, Python, Ruby, Drosols, and XACML.
Templates from RM-Pol are expressed in well-defined (schema
supported) JSON or XML, deployed to an APEX engine, and
directly executed using JAXB [57]. No further translation or
transformation is required. Any concrete policy model (for
instance the detailed ECA policy) is then only a specialization,
thus directly executable using the same infrastructure.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have defined a Universal Policy Model.
Following the principle of “separation of mechanism and
policy”, UPM identifies and details the invariant parts of
policy described in the PDM. A number of DDD concepts
and design patterns have been used in the model. The PDM
model can be translated into templates, effectively creating a
UEPS. Execution concepts of the DM have been translated
into components for a UPEE architecture. Finally, we have
discussed the invariant algorithms of the UPEE components.

UPEE has been implemented in our APEX policy engine
[15] available as open source in the ONAP platform [7]. A
deployment of APEX in North America is described in [54].
In this use case we are using a MEDA PM linked to radio
network and security ADMs. Here, we evaluate radio network
anomalies and use security components (probes, observability
servers) to control nodes and to deal with rogue handsets.
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